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1900s

The first sweatshops
emerge in the United
States in the early
19th century, along
with substandard pay
in unsafe conditions.

The Industrial
Revolution results
in clothing made
in bulk rather than
being made to
order.

2000s

Massive textile mills
open across the
developing world in
order to compensate
for the growing need to
keep up with trends.

the
alternatives

Clothing items are made
in sweatshops in Asian
and Latin American
countries where harsh
conditions cause injuries
and skeletal issues.
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Pact is Fair Trade Certified and
is certified organic by the Global
Organic Textile Standard. They
also use sustainable materials
like organic cotton.
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Online options like thredUP or
local thrift stores like Goodwill
and Avalon provide affordable
clothing options while
minimizing waste.
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circularity

When products are repaired, remade, reused
and eventually recycled or biodegraded at the
end of their use.

fair trade

Trade between companies in developed
countries and producers in developing countries,
in which fair prices are paid to the producers.

slow fashion

A deliberate choice from consumers to slow down
their consumption and buy less clothing while
investing in high quality pieces that last longer.
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New clothing items
are shipped out to
warehouses and
distributed to stores
across the nation two
to three times a week.
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Amancio
Ortega, founder
of Zara has a
net worth of
$58.3 billion.
Fast fashion
accounted for
66 percent of
online fashion
traffic in the first
half of 2018.

The McKinsey
Global Fashion
Index forecasts the
fashion industry to
grow at 4.5 percent
next year.
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In 2018, the
fast fashion
industry was
worth $35
billion.

Patagonia uses sustainable
materials like recycled wool,
down and cotton. Additionally,
they provide guides on how
to fix clothing to make it last
longer.

pact

Customers rapidly
buy clothing items
in stores and online,
generating about
$3 trillion in profit
annually.
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Traditional jeans take over
2,000 gallons of water per pair
to make. Levi’s Water>Less
collection aims to produce high
quality jeans with 96 percent
less water.
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The clothes are
shipped to garment
factories in locations
like Los Angeles and
Chicago where detail
sewing is done.
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Fast fashion becomes
more mainstream as
prominent women such as
Michelle Obama and Kate
Middleton wear clothing
from H&M and Zara.

The first H&M
locations open in
the U.S. in March
2000 in New York
City.

Reformation tracks the
enviornmental footprint of
every piece it produces by
measuring pounds of waste,
gallons of water used and
carbon emissions.
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New styles rapidly
emerge, incentivizing
fast fashion
corporations to order
about one billion
clothing items annually.

Zara is founded in Spain
in 1974 and comes to
New York in 1990. Zara is
credited with popularizing
the fast fashion model of
production.
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